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refineries on Cyprus are prepared for delivery of the first batch of crude oil from the Arab Republic of Egypt, which have

been ready for over a month. Cyprus’ southern offshore port Limassol reported a 40-tank shipment from Egypt was ready
for load on Monday and the new crude is expected to start arriving in the coming days, according to an industry source.

The Limassol harbor said the crude would be loaded on June 21 and authorities have received authorization for a
temporary ceasefire and traffic jam to be put in place. The first tanker arrived from Egypt in mid-May. The port received

35-40 tankers worth $4 billion from Saudi Arabia last year. “The timing of the new delivery gives Cyprus time to plan how
to handle the receiving of crude oil into the island after the first deliveries,” the source said. The refineries use crude oil

from the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia, which have been placed on short term contracts. Cyprus is hoping
Egypt will agree to long-term contracts, the source said. Economic slump forces Cyprus to seek international buyers for
its own oil and sells its oil to other countries under the seasonal deals. A new rift has emerged in the dispute on Cyprus'
offshore oilfield over control by Russia and Turkey. Turkey’s energy minister warned Cyprus that if it continues drilling

activities in the disputed area, it will “open the floodgates for the Turkish gas pipeline.” Russia’s energy minister said the
offshore drilling will be stopped and reminded the Cypriot government to adhere to the agreement it reached in 2013 on

the bidding process of the offshore energy field, the officials said. The Cyprus conflict has resulted in a standstill in
construction of a major undersea pipeline linking Turkey and Europe.Image caption The Wimbledon final was played on a

warm and sunny day in south-west London The British Summer Time is to last for seven months in 2018, a cabinet
minister has confirmed. From 1 September, the day will revert to the standard BST for another nine
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